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Abstract
Plural morphology in English is associated with a ‘more than one’ inference, which we
refer to as a plurality inference, e.g., Emily fed giraffes
Emily fed more than one
giraffe. As with scalar implicatures, the plurality inference disappears in downwardentailing environments, such as when a plural appears in the scope of negation. This
has led to the proposal that it should be derived as a kind of scalar implicature (Spector 2007; Zweig 2009; Ivlieva 2013; Magri 2014). In this paper, we investigated this
proposal in the domain of child language. There were two experiments. The first was
conducted with adults and with 4–5-year-old children. The main finding was that both
groups computed more plurality inferences in upward-entailing linguistic environments
than in downward-entailing environments. Moreover, children computed fewer plurality inferences overall than adults did. This finding is consistent with previous research
demonstrating children’s relative insensitivity to scalar implicatures. Taken together,
the findings of the first experiment were consistent with a scalar implicature approach
to plurality inferences. The second experiment tested different groups of participants
on both plurality inferences and on classical scalar implicatures. Again, both the child
and adult participants computed more plurality inferences in upward-entailing than in
downward-entailing environments and, again, children computed fewer plurality inferences than adults did. More importantly, children’s performance on plurality inferences
was highly correlated with their performance on classical scalar implicatures. We discuss the implications of the findings for theories of plurality inferences, and for the
acquisition of plurality more generally.
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Introduction

1.1

Plurality inferences as scalar implicatures

The plural-singular distinction is the source of a long-standing puzzle (see Sauerland 2003;
Sauerland, Andersen & Yatsushiro 2005; Spector 2007; Zweig 2009 and Magri 2014 for discussion). Consider the English sentence with a plural noun (1a). This sentence is equivalent
in meaning to one in which the plural marker is replaced by ‘more than one’, as in (1b),
and it differs in meaning from a sentence with a singular noun phrase (1c). These simple
observations suggest that English plural morphology is associated with the meaning ‘more
than one’ (Lasersohn 1995, among others).
(1)

a.
b.
c.

Emily fed giraffes.
Emily fed more than one giraffe.
Emily fed a giraffe.

The paradox arises when the sentence with the plural noun (1a) appears under negation,
as in (2a). It seems reasonable to expect the negative sentence with the plural noun to
yield a ‘not more than one’ reading, as in (2b). Instead, the sentence is better paraphrased
as the negation of the corresponding sentence with the singular noun (1c). So, the better
paraphrase of (2a) is (2c).
(2)

a.
b.
c.

Emily didn’t feed giraffes.
Emily didn’t feed more than one giraffe.
Emily didn’t feed a (single) giraffe.

This is not an isolated fact. The absence of the expected ‘more than one’ meaning of
a plural noun is also observed in other downward-entailing environments. Again, in these
environments, the plural morphology is better paraphrased using singular morphology than it
is by substituting ‘more than one.’ That is, examples (3a) and (4a), with plural morphology,
are semantically equivalent to (3b) and (4b), with singular morphology.1
(3)

a.
b.

If there are any books on Stephen’s desk, Robin should lock the door.
If there is any book on Stephen’s desk, Robin should lock the door.

(4)

a.
b.

Are there books on Stephen’s desk?
Is there any book on Stephen’s desk?

To restate the paradox: the interpretation of positive sentences with plural morphology gives
rise to a more-than-one inference, but this ‘plurality inference’ typically disappears under
negation, in the antecedent of a conditional, and in questions.2
A successful response to this puzzle is to treat the plurality inference that arises in
positive sentences with plural morphology as a type of scalar implicature (Sauerland 2003;
1

The downward-entailing status of the antecedent of conditionals and of questions is admittedly controversial. What is relevant here, however, is that the antecedents of conditionals and questions generally
pattern with downward-entailing environments with respect to the behaviour of scalar inferences.
2
See Patson et al. (2014) for psycholinguistic evidence that the plural is underspecified for number, even
beyond downward-entailing environments.
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Sauerland, Andersen & Yatsushiro 2005; Spector 2007; Zweig 2009). A familiar example of
a scalar implicature is (5). In response to a positive sentence containing the scalar quantifier
‘some’, we typically infer ‘some, but not all’. So the phrase ‘some of the cookies’ in (5a)
implies ‘some but not all of the cookies’, as in (5b).
(5)

a.
b.

Leo ate some of the cookies.
Leo ate some but not all of the cookies.

As another example, in response to a positive sentence containing a disunction phrase ‘A or
B’, we typically infer exclusivity, such that the disjunction phrase ‘A or B’ is taken to mean
‘A or B, but not both.’ For example, (6a) implies (6b).
(6)

a.
b.

Leo ate the apple or the orange.
Leo ate the apple or the orange but not both.

The scalar implicatures in (5) and (6) arise from the comparison of the original assertions with
alternative assertions that could have been uttered but were not. In particular, sentences
with weak scalar terms ‘some’ and ‘or’ are compared to sentences with stronger alternatives
containing ‘all’ and ‘and’, respectively:
(7)

a.
b.

Leo ate some of the cookies.
Leo ate all of the cookies.

(8)

a.
b.

Leo ate the apple or the orange.
Leo ate the apple and the orange.

Assuming the speaker is being as informative as possible (Grice 1975), the fact that she
uttered the assertions containing ‘some’ and ‘or’, rather than the stronger alternative assertions containing ‘all’ and ‘and’, invites the listener to conclude that the speaker was not in a
position to assert the stronger alternatives. To align the listener’s mental model with that of
the speaker, the listener infers that the stronger alternatives are false, hence the inferences
in (5b) and (6b) are entered into the listener’s mental model of the conversational context.
Some modern accounts capture the strengthened meanings ‘some but not all’ and ‘A or B
but not both’ through the application of an algorithm that invokes a grammaticalized exhaustification operator exh, as schematized in (9) and (10) (Fox 2007; Chierchia, Fox &
Spector 2011).3
(9)

exh(Leo ate some of the cookies)
= Leo ate some of the cookies and not(Leo ate all of the cookies)

(10)

exh(Leo ate the apple or the orange)
= Leo ate the apple or the orange and not(Leo ate the apple and the orange)

A signature of scalar implicatures is that they typically disappear in downward-entailing
environments. For example, when disjunction is embedded under negation, it is typically
interpreted inclusively, rather than exclusively:

3

Exh can be considered roughly equivalent to a silent only.
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(11)

a.
b.

Leo didn’t eat the apple or the orange.
Leo didn’t eat the apple and Leo didn’t eat the orange.

Both plurality inferences and classical scalar implicatures, then, share the property of arising
in upward-entailing environments and disappearing in downward-entailing environments.
This parallelism in their sensitivity to monotonicity has led some researchers to capture the
‘more-than-one’ meaning of the plural in the same manner as classical scalar implicatures.
Here we will provide a sketch of one such scalar implicature-based account of plurality
inferences, namely that of Spector (2007).4
Spector (2007) argues that plurality inferences are the consequence of a higher-order
scalar implicature. The implicature requires a comparison of the plural and the singular,
but only after the singular has been enriched with its own scalar implicature (see also Magri
2014).5 Here is a brief sketch of the process.
First, notice that both the singular (12a) and the plural (12b) share the same weak literal
meaning, as paraphrased in (12c).
(12)

a.
b.
c.

Emily fed a giraffe.
Emily fed giraffes.
Emily fed one or more giraffes.

The singular and the plural, however, have different alternatives. According to Spector, one
alternative to the assertion containing the singular a giraffe (13a) is an assertion in which
the singular has been replaced by more than one giraffe, as in (13b).
(13)

a.
b.

Emily fed a giraffe.
Emily fed more than one giraffe.

The more-than-one alternative is stronger than the literal meaning of the singular. Therefore,
exhaustifying the singular yields the negation of the more-than-one alternative. The result
is the enriched meaning in (14):
(14)

exh(Emily fed a giraffe)
= Emily fed one or more giraffes and not(Emily fed more than one giraffe)
= Emily fed one but not more than one giraffe

In other words, (14) represents the strengthened interpretation of the singular, i.e. the singular enriched with its own scalar implicature.
A different alternative is relevant when the literal meaning of the plural is enriched.
According to Spector, the alternative to the plural is precisely the enriched singular, onebut-not-more-than-one, as we saw in (14). This strengthened alternative is stronger than the
literal meaning of the plural, so when we exhaustify the plural, we negate the strengthened
4

Spector presents just one example of a scalar implicature-based account. For others, see Zweig 2009,
Ivlieva (2013), and Magri (2014). The acquisition study we conducted does not hinge on any particular
account, however, since the experimental hypothesis is consistent with all current scalar implicature-based
accounts.
5
Magri (2014) extends Spector’s account of bare plurals to plural definites and to conjunction. We restrict
our attention to bare plurals in the present study.
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alternative. The derivation of the enriched meaning of the plural is indicated in (15):
(15)

exh(Emily fed giraffes)
= Emily fed one or more giraffes and not(Emily fed one but not more than one
giraffe)
= Emily fed more than one giraffe

To summarize, the derived meaning of a sentence with a singular, such as Emily fed a
giraffe, can be paraphrased using the corresponding sentence with one-but-not-more-thanone, yielding Emily fed one but not more than one giraffe. By contrast, the derived meaning
of a sentence with the plural, such as Emily fed giraffes, can be paraphrased using the
corresponding sentence with more-than-one, yielding Emily fed more than one giraffe.
More formally, the semantics of the singular and plural can be represented as in (16a)
(consider a model with three giraffes, Jill, Mary, and Fran). The singular is compared to
(16b), yielding the standard scalar implicature in (16c). The plural, on the other hand, is
compared to the enriched singular in (16c). The negation of (16c) subsequently gives rise to
the plurality inference in (17).
[[giraffes]] = [[giraffe]] = {j, m, f, j ⊕ m, j ⊕ f, f ⊕ m, j ⊕ m ⊕ f }
[[more than one giraffe]] = {j ⊕ m, j ⊕ f, f ⊕ m, j ⊕ m ⊕ f }
[[giraffe]] ∧¬[[more than one giraffe]] = {j, m, f }

(16)

a.
b.
c.

(17)

[[giraffes]] ∧ ¬([[giraffe]] ∧ ¬[[more than one giraffe]]) =
{j ⊕ m, j ⊕ f, f ⊕ m, j ⊕ m ⊕ f }

Given that scalar implicatures are not typically derived when scalar terms appear in downwardentailing contexts, the scalar implicature approach predicts the pattern of interpretation
observed in (1) and (2). Moreover, the scalar implicature approach can account for an additional reading of (2a) that excludes singularity. This reading is given in (18), which is
typically read with emphasis on the syllable containing the plural morpheme. Generating
this reading involves postulating a local scalar implicature under the scope of negation. Such
a reading therefore is correctly predicted to be marked.
(18)

Emily didn’t feed giraffes, because she fed only one!

In the remainder of the paper, we will assume that plurality inferences can be derived as
a kind of scalar implicature. Now we will turn to the implications of this analysis for
acquisition.

1.2

Predictions for acquisition

Uniformity prediction
If plurality inferences are derived as a kind of scalar implicature, as we have described, the
behavioural pattern of children’s plurality inferences is expected to mirror their performance
on other scalar implicatures. Despite the considerable variation in the reported rates of
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children’s success with scalar implicatures, a consistent finding is that children compute
fewer scalar implicatures than adults do (Gualmini, Crain, Meroni, Chierchia & Guasti
2001; Chierchia, Crain, Guasti & Thornton 2001; Noveck 2001; Papafragou & Musolino
2003, among many others). For example, children typically accept sentences such as (19a)
in situations where the stronger alternative (19b) is also true. This observation has usually
been taken to indicate that children fail to compute the implicature in (19c).
(19)

a.
b.
c.

Emily fed some of the giraffes.
Emily fed all of the giraffes.
Emily fed some but not all of the giraffes.

If plurality inferences are scalar implicatures, then we should expect children to also fail
to compute (1b) from (1a).6 To assess this possibility, Sauerland, Andersen & Yatsushiro
(2005) tested 3–5-year-olds’ computation of plurality inferences in polar questions such as
(20).
(20)

Does a dog have tails?

The authors found that children produced a greater number of positive responses to these
questions than adults did. Given the parallel in children’s performance on scalar implicatures and plurality inferences, this finding would appear to provide evidence for the scalar
implicature approach. As the authors point out, however, the study had some potential
limitations (for similar criticisms, see also Pearson, Khan & Snedeker 2011). First, plurality
inferences typically disappear in polar questions. Second, the experimental stimuli involved
generic interpretations, which could have been misinterpreted by children as containing dependent plurals. For example, children might have interpreted (20) as Do dogs have tails?
The findings of the study by Sauerland et al. (2005), therefore, can be taken as evidence in
favour of the scalar implicature approach, but the presence of several potential confounds
ultimately render the findings inconclusive. In Section 2, we will report the findings of an
experiment that attempted to avoid the potential pitfalls that were present in the Sauerland
et al. (2005) study.
Obligatoriness
Plurality inferences appear to be obligatory; it is difficult, if not impossible, to cancel the
6

Given that we are discussing a comparison across inferences, we should note that adults’ rates of implicature computation have been reported to vary quite widely across different lexical scales (van Tiel, van
Miltenburg, Zevakhina & Geurts 2014). For practical reasons, we will focus on the some-but-not-all implicature, which has been the most extensively studied in the developmental literature. Crucially, previous
acquisition studies have reported that children consistently compute fewer some-but-not-all implicatures
than adults do; moreover, among the numerous scales tested by van Tiel et al. (2014), adults generated the
some-but-not-all inference more often than most other implicatures, so it provides a good testing ground
for children’s ability to compute implicatures. Finally, we should clarify that our uniformity prediction is
that we will observe similar behavioural profiles for classical scalar implicatures and plurality inferences in
children, even if the precise rates of the two inferences are not identical to those of adults. Our hope is
that a comparison across the two populations will be informative about the relationship between the two
inferences, i.e. whether or not they are treated in a similar fashion by the two groups.
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‘more-than-one’ inference in (21).
(21)

Emily fed giraffes. #...In fact, she fed only one.

Plurality inferences therefore provide a strong testing ground for a further prediction concerning children’s development of scalar inferences. In particular, one could posit that obligatory
inferences are acquired earlier than optional inferences are. This expectation is bolstered by
a consideration of the kind of evidence that children receive for scalar inferences. If an inference is obligatory, then children only ever encounter the triggering scalar term in contexts
that are consistent with the inference. This is not the case, however, with optional inferences, where children may also encounter the scalar term being used in contexts that falsify
the inference.
As one example, free choice inferences such as (22) have been argued to be obligatory.
(22)

Jack may have the ice cream or the cake.
Jack may have the ice cream and he may have the cake.

In contrast to children’s relatively poorer performance on classical scalar implicatures, it has
been found that 4- and 5-year-old children perform on a par with adults in responding to
sentences that generate free choice inferences (Zhou, Romoli & Crain 2013; Tieu, Romoli,
Zhou & Crain 2015).
Children have also been reported to perform relatively well on the exactly-n interpretation
of numerals (Papafragou & Musolino 2003; Huang, Spelke & Snedeker 2013). Huang et al.
(2013) and Papafragou & Musolino (2003) cite children’s success with numerals as evidence
for an exact semantics for numerals. An alternative explanation, however, is that the exactlyn meaning arises as an obligatory implicature.
If we assume that obligatory implicatures are acquired earlier than optional inferences,
this provides a natural explanation for why children perform well on free choice inferences
and numerals, but they perform less well in responding to sentences that generate other
implicatures. More specifically, the classical scalar implicatures are all optional implicatures,
including inferences with some/all and or /and. To the extent that plurality inferences are
obligatory, they provide another testing ground for the hypothesis that obligatoriness plays
an important role in the acquisition of scalar inferences.

2

Experiment 1

We designed a Truth Value Judgment Task (Crain & Thornton 1998) to assess the interpretation that adults and children assign to declarative sentences with singular and plural
descriptions, in both upward and downward-entailing environments. Comparing children
and adults on the interpretation of these sentences allowed us to test the scalar implicature
approach along the lines of Sauerland et al. (2005). Testing the interpretation of declarative
sentences allowed us to avoid the potential problem that was associated with the disappearance of plurality inferences in polar questions in the Sauerland et al. study. Examining both
upward- and downward-entailing environments enabled us to further test the scalar implicature approach advanced by Spector (2007), which predicts the disappearance of plurality
7

inferences in downward-entailing environments.

2.1
2.1.1

Methods
Participants

We tested 28 English-speaking children (4; 01−5; 09, M = 4; 11) and 43 adult native speakers
of English, at Macquarie University in Sydney, Australia. An additional two children and
one adult were tested but were excluded from the data analysis, as their accuracy rate on
control trials was below 75%.
2.1.2

Procedure

Participants watched a series of short stories told by an experimenter, presented through
pictures on a laptop computer. The pictures were presented in a Powerpoint presentation.
Participants were introduced to a puppet who they were told would interact with them
via webcam. In fact, videos of the puppet’s lines were pre-recorded, and were played at
various points during the stories to create the ruse that the puppet was participating live via
webcam. Following each story, the puppet appeared on the screen and was asked a question
about the story. The participant’s task was to judge the puppet’s answers to the questions.
Child participants were given a score sheet with two columns, one headed by a “happy face”
and one headed by a “sad face”; the children were asked to place a stamp under the “happy
face” if the puppet had answered the question correctly, and to place a stamp under the
“sad face” if the puppet’s answer was wrong. Adult participants had similar score sheets
but were asked to place a checkmark in the appropriate column; adults also had a third
column in which to write short justifications for their responses. The task generally took
about 20 minutes to complete for children and between 10-15 minutes for adults.
2.1.3

Materials

We adopted a 2x2x2 design with three factors: group (adults vs. children), number (singular
vs. plural, between subjects), and monotonicity (upward- vs. downward-entailing, within
subjects). Participants were randomly assigned to either the singular or plural condition. In
total, there were six test stories and eight control stories, which were presented in pseudorandomized order. Three of the critical test stories were associated with a positive (plural
or singular) sentence, and three with a negative (plural or singular) sentence.
Consider first the upward-entailing condition. On these three trials, the main character
in the story executed an action on only one object from a set of objects; in the plural
condition, participants heard a test sentence with a bare plural, while participants heard a
singular noun phrase in the singular condition. See (23) for an example test item and see
Figure 1 for the accompanying final image.
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Figure 1: Final image accompanying either the plural test sentence Emily fed pigs or the
singular test sentence Emily fed a pig.
(23)

Story: Emily is visiting the pig farm today. It’s lunchtime for the pigs. Emily has
an apple, and that’s just enough to feed the first pig! Oh no! What about the other
pigs? The farmer says, “That’s okay, Emily! I’ll feed the others later!” So in the
end, Emily only fed this pig!
Experimenter: Hey Ellie, what happened in the story?
a. Puppet: Emily fed pigs!
Plural condition
b. Puppet: Emily fed a pig!
Singular condition

As seen in (23) and in Figure 1, emphasis was placed on the single pig that was fed. To make
it very clear that only that particular pig was fed, the prompt contained the focus particle
only and a definite determiner (i.e. Emily only fed this pig! ); moreover, a red arrow was
added to the picture and the experimenter pointed to the pig on the screen when referring
to it.7
In the plural condition, participants who computed the plurality inference in the upwardentailing condition were expected to reject the sentence Emily fed pigs, since it was false that
Emily fed more than one pig. The singular test sentence was true in the context, however.
Thus we expected different responses to singular and plural sentences in the upward-entailing
condition.
The stories for the downward-entailing condition were the same in structure, but the test
sentences included negation. Here we expected participants to reject the test sentences in
both the singular and plural conditions. In other words, the difference between singular and
plural should be neutralized under negation. We did, however, expect some proportion of
7

This was also meant to highlight the episodic nature of the description, i.e. that there was a single event
involving the feeding of one pig in particular, and to avoid a possible activity reading of the plural test
sentence, e.g., Emily was pig-feeding. Note, however, that even if the activity reading were to arise, it would
nevertheless involve the literal meaning of the plural. The test sentence in (23a) would then have a meaning
along the lines of There was a feeding event involving Mary as the agent and one or more giraffes as the
patient. Crucially, whether or not participants access the activity reading (that we have actively tried to
suppress), they should accept the sentence only if they access the literal ‘one-or-more’ interpretation of the
plural. If they access the ‘more-than-one’ plurality inference, they should reject the sentence, regardless of
whether or not they access an activity reading.
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Figure 2: Final image accompanying either the plural test sentence Emily didn’t feed giraffes
or the singular test sentence Emily didn’t feed a giraffe.
participants to accept the negative test sentences in such contexts if they were able to access
a meaning like (18), Emily didn’t feed giraffes, because she fed only one! See (24) for an
example test item and Figure 2 for the accompanying final image.
(24)

Story: Emily is visiting the zoo today. It’s lunchtime for the animals. Emily has
just enough food to feed this very tall giraffe! Oh no! What about the other giraffes?
The zookeeper says, “That’s okay, Emily! I’ll feed the others later!” So in the end,
Emily only fed this giraffe!
Experimenter: Hey Ellie, what happened in the story?
a. Puppet: Emily didn’t feed giraffes!
Plural condition
b. Puppet: Emily didn’t feed a giraffe!
Singular condition8

Both the plural and the singular test conditions also included two positive and two negative
control items. These control items were designed to elicit the opposite responses to those of
the critical test trials. In addition to helping to make sure participants stayed on task, the
addition of these controls allowed us to ensure that the participants could give both yes- and
no-responses to the test sentences, in the appropriate situations.
In the plural condition, participants heard two positive plural sentences in contexts that
satisfied the plurality inference (e.g., (25)), and they heard two negative plural sentences in
contexts that did not satisfy the plurality inference (e.g., (26)):
(25)

Plural-positive control:
Context: Sammy painted two birds.
Test sentence: Sammy painted birds. (target: yes)

8

Notice that this sentence potentially has an interpretation on which the indefinite takes scope over
negation: there is a giraffe that Emily didn’t feed. In this case, the sentence would be true in the given
context. To avoid this specific/wide-scope reading as much as possible, the relevant pictures, for example
that in Figure 2, contained multiple identical animals that were not fed; this way, none of them would stand
out from the others. As we will see below, adults and children generally did not interpret the sentence in
this way.
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(26)

Plural-negative control:
Context: Sammy drew one cat.
Test sentence: Sammy didn’t draw dogs. (target: yes)

In the singular condition, two control stories made the positive singular test sentences false
(e.g., (27)), and two control stories made the negative test sentences true (e.g., (28)).
(27)

Singular-positive control:
Context: Sammy painted one bird.
Test sentence: Sammy painted a tree. (target: no)

(28)

Singular-negative control:
Context: Sammy drew one cat.
Test sentence: Sammy didn’t draw a dog. (target: yes)

All participants also received four control sentences that included negation but contained a
definite noun phrase rather than a bare plural or an indefinite a-noun phrase. These trials
ensured that child participants had no difficulty interpreting negation independently of the
plural or a-NP, and they allowed us to ensure that the participants remained on task. The
negation control trials could be associated with either a yes- or no-target; the targets were
selected based on participants’ responses on the test trials. These enabled us to balance the
overall number of yes- and no-responses. An example of the negation controls is provided in
(29).
(29)

Negation control:
Context: Sally had a choice between the chocolate and the apple, and in the end ate
the apple.
a. Yes-target: Sally didn’t eat the chocolate.
b. No-target: Sally didn’t eat the apple.

To summarize, each participant received 6 critical test trials: 3 corresponding to either plural
or singular sentences in upward-entailing environments, and 3 corresponding to either plural
or singular sentences in downward-entailing environments. In addition, each participant
received 8 control trials: 2 positive and 2 negative sentences that elicited the opposite truth
values from that of the corresponding critical trials, and 4 negation controls. The 14 trials
were presented in pseudo-randomized and counterbalanced order.

2.2
2.2.1

Results
Plural conditions

Consider first the plural conditions. Figure 3 displays the percentage of yes-responses to the
positive and negative plural conditions; no-responses were taken to be indicative of plurality
inferences in the upward-entailing (positive) condition, whereas yes-responses were taken to
be indicative of (locally computed) plurality inferences in the downward-entailing (negative)
condition.
A logit mixed model was fitted on the participants’ responses; we then used χ2 statistics
11
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Figure 3: Percentage of yes-responses in the positive and negative plural conditions. Computation of plurality inferences corresponded to no-responses in the positive (upward-entailing)
condition and to yes-responses in the negative (downward-entailing) condition.
with one degree of freedom to compare models with and without given fixed effects. This
revealed no significant effects of group (χ2 (1) = 3.40, p = .065) or polarity (χ2 (1) = .88, p =
.35), and a significant interaction between group and polarity (χ2 (1) = 42.28, p < .001).
The observation of fewer plurality inferences from children than adults in the upwardentailing condition is consistent with previous findings that children compute scalar implicature less than adults do. Likewise, adults apparently computed more implicatures under
negation than children, appearing to access the interpretation in (18), made available by
locally computing the plurality inference in the scope of negation.
The follow-up justifications produced by participants were used to confirm that they
were indeed accessing one of the possible target interpretations. For example, some justifications from children who did not compute the plurality inference in the positive condition
(i.e. children who responded ‘yes’) made reference to a singularity:
(30)

Sample justifications for yes-responses in upward-entailing condition
(Test sentence: Emily fed pigs.)
a. “Because she feed a pig.”
b. “Because she said the pig has been feeded, and that happened.”

Justifications from children who computed the plurality inference in the positive condition
(i.e. children who responded ‘no’) referred to the fact that Emily had not fed a plurality of
pigs:
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(31)

Sample justifications for no-responses in upward-entailing condition
(Test sentence: Emily fed pigs.)
a. “Because she didn’t feed all of them.”
b. “Because she didn’t feed pigs, she only fed a pig.”
c. “Because she was only going to feed that big fat pig.”

The following is a justification from a child who responded ‘no’ in the negative condition:
(32)

Sample justification for no-responses in downward-entailing condition
(Test sentence: Emily didn’t feed giraffes.)
“Because she said Emily didn’t feed the giraffes, and she did.”

Finally, justifications from children who appear to have computed the plurality inference
locally in the scope of negation made reference to a singularity:
(33)

Sample justifications for yes-responses in downward-entailing condition
(Test sentence: Emily didn’t color diamonds.)
a. “Because she only did one diamond.”
b. “Because she colored that one, but not the other ones.”

2.2.2

Singular conditions

Figure 4 displays the percentage of yes-responses in both the positive and negative singular
conditions. Both children and adults generally accepted in the positive condition but rejected
in the negative condition. Children were adult-like in both positive and negative singular
conditions.
Examples of children’s justifications for the singular condition are provided in (34) and
(35).
(34)

Sample justifications for yes-responses in upward-entailing condition
(Test sentence: Emily fed a pig.)
a. “Because she gave the apple to one pig.”
b. “Because Emily fed the pig.”

(35)

Sample justification for no-responses in downward-entailing condition
(Test sentence: Emily didn’t feed a giraffe.)
“Because she did feed a giraffe.”

2.3

Summary

Experiment 1 revealed that the child participants computed fewer plurality inferences than
adults did. Eight out of the 14 children in the plural condition accepted the test sentences on
at least two of the three upward-entailing trials, apparently failing to access the ‘more than
one’ meaning of the plural. This finding is consistent with previous findings from the developmental literature on children’s computation of scalar implicatures, and provides further
support for the scalar implicature approach to plurality inferences. If plurality inferences
and scalar implicatures are one and the same, then it is not surprising that children exhibit
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Figure 4: Percentage of yes-responses in the positive and negative singular conditions.
the same developmental pattern across the two phenomena. Moreover, the experiment overcame some possible limitations of the previous study by Sauerland (2005): first, we examined
upward-entailing contexts, which allowed us to find a clear difference between children and
adults’ performance, and second, there is no clear way in which our stimuli could have been
misinterpreted as involving dependent plurals.

3

Experiment 2

In contrast to the eight children who failed to compute plurality inferences in the plural
condition of Experiment 1, six of the 14 child participants rejected the test sentences on
at least two of the three trials in the upward-entailing condition. These children appear
to have successfully computed plurality inferences. Previous studies on the acquisition of
scalar implicatures have varied in the reported rates at which implicatures were computed
by children. It is difficult to compare the results of our experiment with these previous
studies, as differences in methods and materials are quite likely to yield variation in the
rates of implicatures. We reasoned that a within-subject design would enable us to better
compare children’s performance on plurality inferences and classical scalar implicatures. We
thus designed a second experiment meant to further target the relationship between plurality
inferences and scalar implicatures.
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3.1
3.1.1

Methods
Participants

We tested 17 English-speaking children (4; 01−5; 05, M = 4; 07) and 27 adult native speakers
of English, at Macquarie University in Sydney, Australia. All participants correctly answered
at least six of 8 controls and were therefore included in the analysis.
3.1.2

Procedure

The procedure was the same as in Experiment 1. Participants watched a series of short
stories presented by an experimenter, told through sequences of cartoon images on a laptop
computer. Participants were asked to judge a puppet’s descriptions of the short stories.
Child participants recorded their answers with stamps on a score sheet, while adults filled
out similar score sheets and provided written justifications. As in the first experiment, the
task took about 20 minutes to complete for children, and between 10-15 minutes for adults.
3.1.3

Materials

We manipulated three factors: group (children vs. adults), condition (plurality vs. scalar
implicature, within subjects), and within the plural condition, polarity (positive vs. negative,
within subjects). The plurality inference and scalar implicature conditions were presented
in blocks, the order of which was counterbalanced across the participants.
Consider first the scalar implicature condition. On these four trials, the main character
in the story executed an action on one complete set of objects; participants then heard a
description of the event as involving some rather than all of the objects. See (36) for an
example test item and see Figure 5 for the accompanying final image.
(36)

Story: Lion loves to help his mom with the groceries. Look at these apples and
oranges! Lion wants to carry the fruit, but they’re very heavy! Lion carries these
four apples over here. Then his arms are full, so he leaves the oranges on the ground.
So remember, Lion only carried these four apples here! Now let’s see if Ellie’s paying
attention.
Experimenter: Okay, Ellie, so Lion didn’t carry any oranges. What about the
apples?
Puppet: Lion carried some of the apples!

Consider next the plurality inference condition. Crucially, we aimed to make the scalar
implicature and plural conditions as parallel as possible, so as to be able to directly compare
the children’s performance in the two conditions. Just as in the scalar implicature condition,
the main character in the plural stories was faced with two sets of objects. Instead of carrying
out an action with one of the full sets, however, the character executed an action on only
one object from the first set of objects. See (37) for an example test item and see Figure 6
for the accompanying final image. Participants who computed the plurality inference were
expected to reject the critical test sentence in the positive condition.
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Figure 5: Final image accompanying the scalar implicature test sentence Lion carried some
of the apples.

Figure 6: Final image accompanying the plural test sentence Zebra picked bananas.
(37)

Story: Zebra is visiting his favourite garden today. Look at these oranges and bananas! Zebra wants to pick the fruit, but he only has a very small basket. Zebra
picks this banana over here. Now he has no more room in the basket, so he leaves
the rest of the fruit in the tree. So remember, Zebra only picked this banana here!9
Now let’s see if Ellie’s paying attention.
Experimenter: Okay, Ellie, so Zebra didn’t pick any oranges. What about bananas?
a. Puppet: Zebra picked bananas!
Positive condition
b. Puppet: Zebra didn’t pick bananas!
Negative condition

Participants also received two positive and two negative control items. These control
items were designed to elicit the opposite responses to those of the critical test trials. In
addition to helping to make sure participants stayed on task, the addition of these controls
allowed us to ensure that the participants could give both yes- and no-responses to the test
sentences, in the appropriate situations. The two positive plural controls involved contexts
that satisfied the plurality inference (e.g., (38)), and the two negative plural controls made
reference to the second set of objects that were not acted upon (e.g., (39)):
(38)

Plural-positive control:
Context: Zebra carried four watermelons and zero pineapples.
Test sentence: Zebra carried watermelons. (target: yes)

9

As in Experiment 1, we tried to highlight the episodic nature of the event by making it very explicit
that only one object was acted upon. The experimenter would gesture to the relevant object on the screen,
making the use of the deictic pronoun felicitous.
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(39)

Plural-negative control:
Context: Sheep carried four potatoes and zero carrots.
Test sentence: Sheep didn’t carry carrots. (target: yes)

All participants also received four control sentences that included negation but contained a
definite noun phrase rather than a bare plural. These trials ensured that child participants
had no difficulty interpreting negation independently of the plural noun phrase, and they
allowed us to ensure that the participants remained on task. The negation control trials could
be associated with either a yes- or no-target; the targets were selected based on participants’
responses on the test trials. These enabled us to balance the overall number of yes- and
no-responses. An example of the negation controls is provided in (40).
(40)

Negation control:
Context: Kangaroo carried four boxes and zero houses.
a. Yes-target: Kangaroo didn’t carry the houses.
b. No-target: Kangaroo didn’t carry the boxes.

To summarize, each participant received 2 training items, 10 test trials, and 8 control trials.
The 10 test trials corresponded to 3 plural positive sentences, 3 plural negative sentences,
and 4 scalar implicature trials. The 8 control trials corresponded to 2 plural positive sentences, 2 plural negative sentences, and 4 negation trials. The plurality inference and scalar
implicature conditions were presented in counterbalanced blocks; within the plurality inference block, the test and control trials were pseudorandomized to avoid overly long sequences
of same-target items.

3.2
3.2.1

Results
Plural conditions

Consider first the plural conditions. Figure 7 displays the percentage of yes-responses in
the positive and negative plural conditions; no-responses were taken to be indicative of
plurality inferences in the upward-entailing condition, whereas yes-responses were taken to
be indicative of (locally computed) plurality inferences in the downward-entailing condition.
A logit mixed model was fitted on the participants’ responses; we then used χ2 statistics
with one degree of freedom to compare models with and without given fixed effects. This
revealed significant effects of group (χ2 (1) = 11, p = .001) and polarity (χ2 (1) = 8.8, p =
.003), and a significant interaction between group and polarity (χ2 (1) = 20, p < .001).
The results from the plural conditions replicate some of the findings from Experiment 1,
namely that more plurality inferences are computed in upward-entailing environments than
in downward-entailing environments, and that children compute fewer plurality inferences
than adults do. Also as in Experiment 1, adults computed more implicatures under negation
than children did in Experiment 2, appearing to compute the plurality inference locally in
the scope of negation.
Consider next the comparison between performance on the positive plurality inference
condition and that in the scalar implicature condition. Figure 8 displays the percentage
of yes-responses in the positive plural and scalar implicature conditions; no-responses were
17
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Figure 7: Percentage of yes-responses in the positive and negative plural conditions. Computation of plurality inferences corresponded to no-responses in the positive (upward-entailing)
condition and to yes-responses in the negative (downward-entailing) condition.
indicative of computation of the relevant inferences in both cases. A logit mixed model was
fitted to the data; we then used χ2 statistics with one degree of freedom to compare models
with and without given fixed effects, which revealed a significant interaction between group
and condition (χ2 (1) = 20, p < .001), and no other effects.
The purpose of Experiment 2 was to compare individual performance on plurality inferences and scalar implicatures. Figure 9 displays the individual child and adult participants as a function of their yes-responses to the two test conditions. Children’s responses
on the plurality inference and scalar implicature conditions were significantly correlated
(r(15) = .63, p < .01), while no such correlation was found in adults.
In summary, children performed similarly on plurality inferences and scalar implicatures,
computing fewer of both than adults did. Children’s responses in the two conditions were
also significantly correlated. On the whole, these data are consistent with an implicature
approach to plurality inferences, whereby plurality inferences are computed using the same
mechanism as classical scalar implicatures.

4

Discussion

The findings from our two experiments shed light on the predictions that were put forward
in Section 1.2. First, the preschool-aged child participants displayed a similar behavioural
profile for plurality inferences and for scalar implicatures. This finding is consistent with
the experimental hypothesis that the same mechanism underlies both kinds of inferences.
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On this hypothesis, once a child is able to apply the mechanism to derive either kind of
inference, she should be able to apply it in both cases.
The findings of the present study also appear to speak against the proposal that obligatoriness plays a major role in the acquisition of scalar inferences. According to this proposal,
obligatory inferences would be expected to be acquired earlier than optional inferences. This
did not appear to be the case in the experimental studies we conducted. Although the
plurality inference is obligatory, this inference was not acquired earlier than the optional
some-but-not-all implicature. This finding suggests that other factors must underlie the
observed differences in children’s performance in response to different kinds of inferences.
More specifically, the obligatoriness of free choice inferences and of the exactly-n meaning
of numerals is not a likely explanation of the finding that children are more successful in
making these inferences than they are in making other inferences. Instead, we should turn
to alternative explanations for children’s differential success in generating different kinds of
scalar inferences.
One such alternative proposal worth pursuing further is that children’s difficulty with
scalar implicatures lies in a difficulty in accessing lexical alternatives. It has been observed
in several studies that children are more successful at computing scalar implicatures when the
required alternatives are made more easily accessible to them, either by explicitly mentioning
the alternatives in the discourse context or by introducing the alternatives as substrings of
the test sentences themselves (Gualmini, Crain, Meroni, Chierchia & Guasti 2001; Chierchia,
Crain, Guasti & Thornton 2001; Reinhart 2006; Barner, Brooks & Bale 2011; Zhou, Romoli
& Crain 2013; Singh, Wexler, Astle, Kamawar & Fox 2013; Chemla & Bott 2014; Tieu,
Romoli, Zhou & Crain 2015). The finding that children are more successful at computing
inferences in these circumstances has led to the proposal that children have difficulty with
inferences that require them to mentally retrieve the relevant alternatives from the lexicon
(for discussion of this point, see Tieu, Romoli, Zhou & Crain 2015). If the retrieval of
alternatives is the relevant factor, then there are at least two crucial ingredients to children’s
successful performance in computing plurality inferences. First, the child must learn the coscalar status of the singular and the plural. This is critical on the scalar implicature approach
to plurality, because the negation of the enriched singular gives rise to the plurality inference.
To exhaustify the alternatives, the child must know that the singular and the plural are the
relevant competitors.10
In addition, in order to compute the plurality inference, the child must be able to activate
and retrieve the singular alternative from the mental lexicon. Poor performance in computing
the plurality inference could result from difficulties in either of these key ingredients.11
10

In fact, Spector’s (2007) account of plurality inferences requires the recursive application of the scalar
implicature algorithm. It is worth noting in this regard that free choice inferences have also been argued
to involve the recursive exhaustification of alternatives (Kratzer & Shimoyama 2002; Alonso Ovalle 2005;
Fox 2007; Klinedinst 2007; Chemla 2010; van Rooij 2010; Franke 2011; Chierchia 2013). We take it that
children’s success on free choice inferences constitutes evidence that children in this age range are indeed
capable of recursive exhaustification.
11
If it is the second ingredient that is relevant, one may expect that performance on plurality inferences
could be improved by making the singular/plural contrast salient, using experimental maneuvers that have
proven successful in evoking successful performance from children in response to classical scalar implicatures
(Gualmini, Crain, Meroni, Chierchia & Guasti 2001; Barner, Brooks & Bale 2011; Tieu, Romoli, Zhou &
Crain 2015; Gotzner, Barner & Crain 2015; Bill, Pagliarini, Romoli, Tieu & Crain 2015, among others). In
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It seems reasonable to suppose that learning the relevant relationship between the singular
and the plural may be at least as difficult as learning the co-scalar status of full lexical items
such as some and all. For example, it is at least conceivable that children encounter positive
evidence regarding the some-but-not-all implicature, e.g., I said you could have some of the
cookies, not all of them! The relevant alternatives can be highlighted simply by replacing an
instance of one with an instance of the other. In contrast, the kind of evidence that would
signal the difference between the singular and the plural is less obvious. The difference
between the (regular) plural and the singular in English is signaled by the presence of the
plural marker –s, which stands in contrast to the combination of the absence of the plural
marker and the presence of an indefinite determiner. In this sense the co-scalar status of
the singular and the plural seems to be qualitatively more distant from relevant evidence
than the contrast between ‘some’ and ‘all’; there isn’t an obvious way in which one of the
alternatives can be contrasted with the other.12
Finally, the findings of the present study are worth comparing to those from previous
studies of younger children’s production and comprehension of plural morphemes, particularly those previous studies that demonstrated the sensitivity of toddlers to plurality. For
instance, it has been reported that children begin producing plural morphemes around the
age of 22 months (Fenson, Dale, Reznick, Bates, Thal & Pethick 1994; Barner, Thalwitz,
Wood & Carey 2007). Similarly, 24-month-olds have been shown to display sensitivity to
plurality when presented with multiple cues of plural marking (e.g., verb marking, use of the
determiner some, and the plural -s morpheme) (Wood, Kouider & Carey 2009).13 At first
glance, these data from 2-year-olds appear to be at odds with our data from 4-year-olds.
To better understand this divergence in the pattern of behavioural responses by children at
different ages, it may be worth considering the nature of the tasks that have been used to
investigate children’s knowledge of plurality.
For example, Wood et al. (2009) used a manual search paradigm in which 24-month-old
children were prompted by linguistic descriptions to search for objects in a box. The authors
found that the verbal descriptions contained in the prompts (e.g., ‘There are some cars in
the box’ vs. ‘There is a car in the box’) influenced the search patterns of these 24-montholds, such that they searched longer in the plural condition. This finding suggests that the
infants were expecting ‘more than one’ object in the plural condition. By contrast, in the
these previous cases, however, the relevant alternatives were free morphemes, e.g., rendering the conjunction
word ‘and’ more salient could boost the rate at which children compute the implicature associated with the
disjunction word ‘or’. It’s not immediately obvious how one might achieve the same effect in the case of
plurality inferences. It’s not clear, for example, whether activating a lexical item corresponding to a singular
meaning (for example, ‘a dog’ as opposed to ‘dogs’) would suffice to trigger the enriched singular feature
that is required to compute the plurality inference.
12
With respect to overt morphological marking of the plural, it may prove insightful to investigate the
development of plurality inferences in languages that do not morphologically mark the plural on the noun;
alternatively, one might investigate the development of plurality inferences using irregular nouns in English.
We thank Scott AnderBois for raising these as potential avenues for future research.
13
On the other hand, it has also been reported that children do not always use the plural in all required
contexts (for relevant discussion, see Berko 1958; Cazden 1968; Brown 1973; Mervis & Johnson 1991, and Zapf
& Smith 2008). Previous explanations for non-adult-like performance have appealed to morpho/phonological
rules and constraints (see, for example, Marcus, Pinker, Ullman, Hollander, Rosen & Xu 1992; Marchman,
Plunkett & Goodman 1997, and Winitz et al. 1981). There are far fewer studies that address the meaning
that children assign to the plural – which is our primary focus here.
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paradigm we adopted in the present study, 4-year-olds encountered situations in which only
a single object was depicted, but they accepted plural descriptions of these situations. This
doesn’t necessarily mean that the child participants didn’t ‘expect’ there to be more than
one object, in the same way as the 2-year-olds did in the Wood et al. study. The 4-year-olds
in the present study could have associated the plural description with a ‘more than one’
meaning, but they may also have been willing to accept these uses of plural morphology in
contexts in which they themselves would not have produced the plural.14
In fact, this acquisition scenario establishes a further parallel with children’s so-called
pragmatic tolerance, which was found in the Katsos & Bishop (2011) study of the some-butnot-all implicature. Based on the findings from their study, Katsos and Bishop suggest that
4-year-olds are more tolerant than adults are in responding to pragmatically underinformative descriptions. In a similar vein, despite the observation that children tend to accept
underinformative ‘or’-statements on a regular truth value judgment task, it has also been
demonstrated that children clearly distinguish between statements with ‘or’ and statements
with ‘and’ in a felicity judgment task. This task utilizes two puppets; one produces a statement with ‘or’ and the other produces a statement with ‘and’ (Chierchia 2001; Gualmini,
Crain, Meroni, Chierchia & Guasti 2001). The fact that children consistently judge the puppet that used the statement with ‘and’ to have described the situation better can be taken
as evidence that children are sensitive to the relative strength of two alternatives, although
they are more accepting of weak alternatives than adults are. More generally, these data also
serve to highlight the importance of the nature of the tasks used by researchers to investigate
children’s acquisition of scalar knowledge.15

5

Conclusion

The goal of the present study was to test the scalar implicature approach to plurality inferences. There were two main findings. First, children computed more plurality inferences in
upward-entailing linguistic environments than they did in downward-entailing environments.
Second, children computed plurality inferences less often than adults did. These two findings
support a scalar implicature approach to plurality inferences. The observed differences in
behaviour between children and adults are representative of the findings from previous developmental studies on scalar implicatures. The second experiment also revealed that children’s
performance on the two kinds of inferences were significantly correlated. Taken altogether,
the findings of these two experiments provide support for the scalar implicature approach to
plurality inferences.
Finally, in light of previous studies showing relatively early acquisition of plural morphology, the present findings suggest a further parallel with classical scalar implicatures. Using
14

To our knowledge, there are no studies that have directly compared the comprehension and production
of underinformative scalar descriptions.
15
Note that Wood et al. (2009) only found a difference in 24-month-olds’ search patterns when there was
number marking on both the verb and the noun, as opposed to merely on the noun. Our design did not
include any items where the singular/plural distinction was marked on the verb; our sentences were of the
form Sally fed pigs/Sally fed a pig. This divergence raises the question of whether we might be able to boost
the rate of implicature computation by providing more cues to the singular/plural distinction, for example
by having number marking on both the noun and the verb.
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certain paradigms, it has been possible to demonstrate children’s sensitivity to the difference between weak and strong alternatives. However, when faced with a forced judgment,
children are found to be more accepting of weak descriptions than adults, perhaps even accepting descriptions that they themselves would not produce (see Katsos & Bishop 2011 for
a discussion of children’s pragmatic tolerance as the source of the behavioural differences
between groups). Whatever the source of children’s difficulty with scalar implicatures, we
have attempted to shed new light on how the plurality inference is acquired by young children. By explicitly comparing the plurality inference with a classical scalar implicature, we
have tried to assess the possibility that a common mechanism underlies inferences of both
kinds. In the present case, comparing plurality inferences and classical scalar implicatures in
development affords us a fuller perspective of how plurality itself should be analyzed, both
in development and in the adult grammar.
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Appendix: Test sentences
Experiment 1
Training items
(41)

Mary took the yellow bus to school.

(Yes-target)

(42)

Lucy held the rabbits.

(No-target)

Singular condition
(43)

Positive targets
a. Emily fed a pig.
b. Sally coloured a triangle.
c. Sue picked a banana.

(44)

Negative targets
a. Emily didn’t feed a giraffe.
b. Sally didn’t colour a diamond.
c. Sue didn’t pick an apple.

(45)

Positive controls
a. Sammy painted a tree.
b. Mary folded a star.

(No-target)
(No-target)

Negative controls
a. Sammy didn’t draw a dog.
b. Lucy didn’t buy a cookie.

(Yes-target)
(Yes-target)

(46)

Plural condition
(47)

Positive targets
a. Emily fed pigs.
b. Sally coloured triangles.
c. Sue picked bananas.

(48)

Negative targets
a. Emily didn’t feed giraffes.
b. Sally didn’t colour diamonds.
c. Sue didn’t pick apples.

(49)

Positive controls
a. Sammy painted birds.
b. Mary folded stars.

(Yes-target)
(Yes-target)

Negative controls
a. Sammy didn’t draw dogs.
b. Lucy didn’t buy cookies.

(Yes-target)
(Yes-target)

(50)
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Negation controls (appeared in both Singular and Plural conditions)
(51)

a.
b.
c.
d.

Sally didn’t eat the chocolate.
or: Sally didn’t eat the apple.
Billy didn’t go for a swim.
or: Billy didn’t read his book.
Lucy didn’t take a nap.
or: Lucy didn’t walk her dog.
Mary didn’t buy the ice cream.
or: Mary didn’t buy the cookie.

(Yes-target)
(No-target)
(Yes-target)
(No-target)
(Yes-target)
(No-target)
(Yes-target)
(No-target)

Experiment 2
Training items
(52)

Pig painted the cup.

(Yes-target)

(53)

Monkey took the scooter.

(No-target)

Plurality inference condition
(54)

Positive targets
a. Tiger fed pigs.
b. Zebra picked bananas.
c. Bunny painted guitars.

(55)

Negative targets
a. Frog didn’t feed birds.
b. Kangaroo didn’t pick pears.
c. Lion didn’t paint bowls.

(56)

Positive controls
a. Giraffe carried watermelons.
b. Chicken fed cats.

(Yes-target)
(Yes-target)

Negative controls
a. Sheep didn’t carry carrots.
b. Tiger didn’t feed mice.

(Yes-target)
(Yes-target)

Negation controls
a. Zebra didn’t paint the bowls.
or: Zebra didn’t paint the vases.
b. Bunny didn’t carry the tables.
or: Bunny didn’t carry the chairs.
c. Frog didn’t paint the hearts.
or: Frog didn’t paint the stars.
d. Kangaroo didn’t carry the houses.
or: Kangaroo didn’t carry the boxes.

(Yes-target)
(No-target)
(Yes-target)
(No-target)
(Yes-target)
(No-target)
(Yes-target)
(No-target)

(57)

(58)
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Scalar implicature condition
(59)

a.
b.
c.
d.

Lion picked some of the apples
Giraffe painted some of the cars.
Chicken fed some of the ladybugs.
Sheep carried some of the boats.
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